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1 1210BQuickstart 

1.1 1219BIntroduction 
617BThis manual covers the technical aspects of the PCD7.D412DTPF SVGA MB panel and the 
PCD7.D4xxxT5F programmable pWeb panel. The aim of the Quickstart chapter is to facilitate 
the rapid installation of components of the PCD7.D4xxxT5F. The following are discussed: 

• 86BDefinition of the connectors 
• 87BPower supply and consumption 
• 88BDimensions 
• 89BPossible communications modes 

618BIn other chapters, more details can be found about: 

• 90BHardware 
• 91BSoftware (Setup menu step-by-step and configuration) 
• 92BUsage, firmware update, etc. 
• 93BMaintenance 

248BComplementary manuals: 

• 94BPG5 2.0 User guide | 26/732 
• 95BFile System and FTP Server | 26/855 
• 96BEthernet TCP/IP | 25/766 
• 97BSmart RIO PCD3.T665 | 25/892 
• 98BPCD3 series (configuration of the communications interfaces) | 26/789 

1.2 1220BDefinition of the connectors 

619B  
 

2 x Ethernet  
(switch) 

Power supply 

USB 

Reset button 

Mounting brackets 

PROTECTIVE EARTH MUST BE CONNECTED! 

 RS-485  
(pWeb only) 

PCD7.F1xxS 
(pWeb only) 
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1.3 1221BVoltage supply of the panel 
 

 
249BCurrent supply: 

→ 3B24 VDC+30% / -20% 

620Bor 

→ 4B19 VAC±15% current supply with full-wave rectifier 
 621BCurrent  

consumption: 
622BPower output 
without back-
light 

623BPCD7.D412DT5F 
624BPCD7.D410VT5F 
625BPCD7.D457VT5F  

626BMax 600 mA 
627BMax 600 mA 
628Bmax 500 mA 

629B5 W 
630B5 W 
631B5 W 

632BPCD7.D412DTPF 633BMax 600 mA 634B5 W 

250BCurrent supply with jack plug for cable of max. 1.5 mm2. 

199BPower supply 
200BEarth (-) / 24V (+) 201BConnector, 2-pole 

202BCommunications 
203B2x Ethernet (switch !) 204B2x RJ-45 with LED indicator 

 
205BUSB 206BStandard USB slave 

207BReset button 
208BPushbutton  

Pin Signal 
1 24V (+) 
2 Earth (-) 
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1.4 1222BDimensions and cut-out (in mm) 

1.4.1 1267B12.1“ panel 

635B  

1.4.2 1268B10.4“ panel 

636B  

1.4.3 1269B5.7“ panel 

637B  
 

          Front panel: W x H: 202 x 156x42 
Display: W x H: 245 x 185 

 

 

P: 50  6 

Cut-out W x H: 262 x 202    Front panel: W x H: 281 x 221 
Display: W x H: 211 x 150 

 

 

  P: 62   6 

Cut-out: W x H: 300 x 244    
Front panel:   W x H: 319 x 264 
Display:  W x H: 245 x 185 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P: 62   6 

Front panel: W x H: 202 x 156x42 
Display: W x H: 245 x 185 
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1.5 1223BInstallation of the panels 

1.5.1 1270BInstallation in control cabinet 
• 99BThe installation position is horizontal. Slide the unit into the installation cut-out. 
• 100BMake sure that the ventilation slots (top of unit and both sides) 
• 101BAre clear of any obstructions to allow air circulation.  
• 102BInstall the 4 (or 6 on the 10.4” and 12.1”) mounting brackets (2 on top of the unit and 2 on 

the bottom or 2 on the sides on the 10,4“ and 12“). Refer to the photo below. 

638B  
639BMounting parts of 10.4“ and 12.1“ panels 

640B  
641BMounting parts of 5.7“ panels 

 

642BNote: 

• 103BIt is helpful to have somebody hold the unit from the front side of the panel while the 
brackets are being installed. 

• 104BThe bolts require a 2.5 mm Allen key. 
• 105BScrew the bolts into the brackets up to the point when you can still clip them onto the  

MicroBrowser, without being obstructed by the plate. 
• 106BClip them onto the unit then tighten the bolts until they touch the plate. 
• 107BThe bolting torque should not exceed 4 Nm. 

643BHow to ensure spray water protection according to IP65: 

→ 5BThe device must be mounted on a flat surface or wall. Tighten the bolts until the front 
plate of the PCD7.D4xx is just touching the mounting surface/wall. 

1.5.2 1271BDrywall mounting set for MB panels 

644BThe MicroBrowser panels are not just for mounting in the control cabinet; They also look very 
good in the office or living room, or mounted on a wall.This is why we provide wall mounting 
kits for solid and cavity wall mounting. 
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645B  
646BMounting kit for the 5.7” MB panel:  PCD7.D457-OWS2 (solid walls) 
     PCD7.D457-IWS2 (cavity walls) 

647BMounting kit for the 10.4” MB panel:  PCD7.D410-OWS2 (solid walls) 
     PCD7.D410-IWS2 (cavity walls) 

648BMounting kit for the 12.1” MB panel:  PCD7.D412-OWS2 (solid walls) 
     PCD7.D412-IWS2 (cavity walls) 
 
 

1.6 1224BOperation and handling of the touchscreen 
649BTo operate the touchscreen, use only your finger, the stylus or a soft finger stylus.  
Do not use sharp tools (e.g. 37Tsharp metallic objects, paperclips or a screwdriver, etc.) 

650B  
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1.7 1225BSetting up communications for displaying a website 

1.7.1 1272BHTTP Direct over ethernet RJ-45 connector 

651BThe quickest communications port is the ethernet port via RJ-45, with the HTTP Direct proto-
col selected. The speed is either 10 MBit/s or 100 MBit/s after an auto-negotiation protocol 
with the connected device.  

251BInternal connection for programmed pWeb panels 

652BThe programmed panels are connected internally directly to the programmable logic controller, 
via an ethernet connection. It therefore suffices, in this case, to simply set the local host IP 
address 127.0.0.1 and HTTP Direct connection in the Setup menu under Web connection. 
The programmable pWeb panels are obviously also capable of displaying websites from con-
trollers located within the network. The procedure for this is the same as with the standard 12” 
SVGA panel. 

252BConnecting to external devices 

653BThe HTTP connection can be established between our PCD7.D4xx and any SBC controller, if 
an ethernet connection to an Automation Server exists. In the case of the programmable pa-
nels, the panel is generally connected to the internal controller. 

654B  
655BEthernet http direct 

 

 

656BQuick test of the SVGA panel 

• 108BFirst the Saia PCD must have a web program loaded, which was created with the Web 
Editor (see 26-838_Manual_Web-Editor). You can ask the SBC Support Team for some 
examples. They will also soon be available on our website. 

• 109BUsing a CAT5 cable, you can connect our PCD7.D4xx terminal to the SBC device. The 
current controllers support auto-crossing, so that a crossover cable is no longer required. 

• 110BUsing PG5, define the HW settings of the Saia PCD device: S-bus support must be se-
lected together with the TCP/IP channel where a valid IP address is entered. 

657BSetup settings of the SVGA panel: 

658BConfigure the SVGA panel by opening the Setup menu (refer tochapter 5): 

→ 6BFirst, be sure that you are on the same network subnet. For example, If the Saia PCD 
has the IP address 192.168.12.92, give your terminal (in the Network menu) an IP ad-
dress like 192.168.12.90, as normally the subnet mask is set to 255.255.255.0. 

→ 7BIn the Configuration menu, enter the Address of the start pagethat corresponds to the 
IP address of the Saia PCD, and also enter its HTML start page name. 

659BNow your MB panel should be connected to the Saia PCD and the start page selection should 
be displayed on the screen. You can now navigate your web pages. 
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1.7.2 1273BUSB port as Service port 

660BThe USB port on the programmable panels is mainly used to download the user program onto 
the controller with PG5. 

661BOn SVGA standard MB panels, this port is generally used as a Service port. It is mainly used 
to download new firmware programs onto the device. 

662BThe USB port meets the USB 1.1 specification. Maximum speed: 12 MBit/s. 

1.7.3 1274BGetting started with the Web Editor on the MicroBrowser panel PCD7.D4xx 

663BDetailed documentation can be downloaded from our website. See manual 26-838 Manual 
Web Editor. To get started with programming the MB panel, some particular features must 
be observed: 

• 111BIf no assistance is available from the Wizard when creating a new project, the project must 
be set up as follows: 

• 112BUsing the virtual keyboard with SVGA MB panels 
See Chapter 5.6Keyboard 

• 113BIf you want to use the file Background.teq or foreground.teq, you first need to generate 
these files. Why is this? Before objects or text and fields can appear, these files must first 
be positioned on each page. 

• 114BOnce the project is ready to download, enter the desired HTML file name and generate a 
Build Project. Then make a Webserver Build in the Saia PG5 Project Manager, so that all 
the files are held in the PCD. If you just want to access the PCD with MB panel 
PCD7.D4xx and not with a PC browser, you can reduce the amount of data, by deleting 
the .jar files, as they are already included on the panel. 
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2 1211BTechnical data for the two panel types 
664BThe hardware of the SVGA MicroBrowser panels and the programmable pWeb panels is diffe-
rentiated in several areas by the Programmable Logic Controller on the pWeb panels. These 
are described in the following sections 

2.1 1226BTechnical data of the SVGA MicroBrowser panel 
262BDisplay  

665BDisplay size 
666B12.1“ TFT 

667BResolution 
668BSVGA 800x600 

669BBacklight 
670BLED 

671BColours 
672B65536 

673BContrast adjustment 
674BYes 

675BOn Board File System 
676B128 MByte 

263BOperating system 
677BSaia PCD COSinuS with SBC MicroBrowser expansion 

264BInternet services: 
678BAutomation Server, SBC MicroBrowser 

265BInterfaces:  
679BEthernet 10 / 100 M 

680B2x RJ45 (switch) 

266BCurrent consumption 
681BMax 600 mA 

267BVoltage supply 
682B24 VDC±20 % 

268BProtection class (front) 
683BIP65 

269BTemperature range: 
684BOperation: 0 to 50°C 
685BStorage: -25 to +70°C  

270BRelative humidity: 
686BOperation: 10 to 80% 
687BStorage: 10 to 98% (non-condensing) 

271BProcessor: 
688BColdfire CF5373L, 240 MHz 

272BReal Time Clock (RTC) 
689BYes, with Supercap  

2.2 1227BTechnical data for the pWeb panels 

2.2.1 1275BOverview of the technical data for the pWeb panels 
273BLogic controller:  

690BUser program, ROM /DB/text 
691B1 MByte 

692BRAM/DB/text 
693B1 Mbyte 

694BMedia 
695B14,336 flags / 16,384 registers 

696BBackup for user 
697BUser program is saved to the integrated micro SD card 

698BFile system for user 
699B128 MBytes, on-board 

700BProgram cycle time 
701B10 cycles / sec maximum 

274BProtocols on field level: 
702BSerial-S-bus, Ether-S-bus, Ether-S-I/O, Modbus RTU or TCP, M-bus 

275BInternet services: 
703BSBC MicroBrowser, Automation Server 

276BInterfaces:  
704BEthernet 10 / 100 M 

705B2x RJ45 (switch) 
706BUSB (1.1 / 2.0) 

707B1x client 
708BSerial interfaces 

709BRS-485& socket for PCD7.F1xxS communications module 

277BTemperature range: 
710BOperation: 0 to 50°C 
711BStorage: -25 to +70°C  

278BRelative humidity: 
712BOperation: 10 to 80% 
713BStorage: 10 to 98% (non-condensing) 

279BProcessor: 
714BColdfire CF5373L, 240 MHz 
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280BReal Time Clock (RTC): 
715BYes, with battery back-up 

281BBattery: 
716BLithium Renata CR 2032 (lifetime 1-3 years) 

 

717BTechnical data 718BPCD7.D457VT5F 719BPCD7.D410VT5F 720BPCD7.D412DT5F 

721BDisplay size 
722B5.7 TFT 723B10.4 TFT 724B12.1 TFT 

725BResolution/Pixels 
726BVGA 640 x 480 727BSVGA 800 x 600 

728BTouchscreen 
729BResistive four-wire 730BResistive five-wire 

731BContrast adjustment 
732Byes 

733BBacklight 
734BLED 

735BVoltage supply 
736B18 - 32V 

737BCurrent consumption 
738BMax. 500 mA 739BMax. 600 mA 

740BProtection class (front) 
741BIP 65 

742BFront status LED 
743BNo 744BNo 745Byes 

 

2.2.2 1276BBattery of the pWeb panel 

746BThe hardware components are maintenance-free, with the exception of the CPUs for the 
pWeb panel, whose battery requires occasional replacement.  

747BThe components do not contain any user-replaceable parts. If hardware problems occur, 
please return the components to Saia-Burgess Controls.  

748BThe resources (register, flags, timer, counters, etc.) and the character strings/DBs are stored 
in the RAM. In order to prevent these from being lost, and to enable the hardware clock to car-
ry on running during a power failure, the devices are equipped with a back-up battery:  

749BCPU model  750BBuffer  751BBuffer time  
752BPCD7.D4xxx  

753BRenata CR 2032 
lithium battery  

754B1-3 years1)  

755BP

1)
PDepending on the ambient temperature: the higher the temperature, the shorter the buffer time  

756BNew controllers include batteries in the scope of delivery, and these must be inserted during 
commissioning. Pay attention to the polarity of the batteries.  

757BCPUs with lithium batteries are not maintenance-free. The battery voltage is monitored by the 
CPU. The status LED lights up (12” pWeb panel only) and XOB 2 is called if:  

• 115Bthe battery voltage is lower than 2.4 V  
• 116Bthe battery is missing  

758BWe recommend changing the batteries while the panel is connected to the power supply, in 
order to avoid data loss. 

759B  
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• 117BDisconnect from the voltage supply 
• 118BRemove the cover of the pWeb panel  
• 119BReconnect to the voltage supply, in order to prevent data loss while changing 

the battery 
• 120BPush the terminal holder back slightly (see arrow in figure)  
• 121BRemove the battery  
• 122BInsert a Renata CR 2032 button battery, so that the positive terminal is in con-

tact with the terminal holder. 
• 123BDisconnect from the voltage supply and reattach the back wall of the panel 
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3 1212BLogic controller of the programmable pWeb panel 

3.1 1228BCommunications interfaces 
760BVarious communications interfaces are integrated into the programmable logic controller. 
These can also be expanded by installing an additional module.  

3.1.1 1277BOn-board RS-485 

761BPCD4.DxxxT5F   PCD3.Mxxxx  PCD2.M5xxx  PCD1.M2xxx 
762B

 
763BThe pin nP

o
Ps of the connected PCD are explained in the respective manual. 

253BMake sure that the terminators are properly terminated. 

764BIn the example below, you can see a possible connection between the terminals and PCDs. In 
order to avoid reflection on the communications channel, the network should be terminated 
with termination resistors. The PCD7.D4xx has a switch for this: 

765B  
254B 

  

RS-485-Network 
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The following figure shows you where it is located. 

→ 8BIf the switch is in the top position, the network is closed. 
→ 9BIf the switch is in the bottom position, the network is open. 

 

766B  

 

767BConfiguration can either be performed directly, via the Setup menu on the pWeb panel, or via 
the Hardware configuration on the PG5. Overwrite the current configuration the same as when 
making a change. 
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3.1.2 1278BAdditional communications ports using slot A (Port no. 1) 

768BSlot A on the pWeb panels allows you to plug in optional modules for communications inter-
faces. Only modules of the PCD7.F1xxS series are supported.  

 

3.1.2.1 PCD7.F110S Serial Interface Module RS-485/RS-422  

Termination resistors can be connected (CLOSED) or disconnected (OPEN) with slide 
switchs. 

 
 

 

For more details see in the Manual 26/740,  
Installation components for RS-485 Networks. 
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3.1.2.2 PCD7.F121S Serial interface module RS-232 suitable for modem connection 
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3.1.2.3 PCD7.F150S Serial Interface Module RS-485with Electrical Isolation  

Electrical isolation is achieved with three optocouplers and a DC/DC converter. Data signals 
are protected against overvoltage with an anti-surge diode (10 V). Termination resistors can 
be connected (CLOSED) or disconnected (OPEN) with slide switchs. 

 
 

 

For more details see in the Manual 26/740,  
Installation components for RS-485 Networks. 
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3.1.2.4 PCD7.F180S Serial Interface Module Belimo MP-Bus  

Up to 8 actuators and sensors can be connected. 
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3.2 1229BConfiguration of the hardware settings in PG5 
769BConfiguration of the programmable panel is usually performed via PG5, which is also used to 
generate the project. However, it can also be configured directly on the panel, using the Setup 
menu described in Chapter 5.2.  

3.2.1 1279BGeneral information 

770BThe following description assumes that the user is familiar with the PG5 software. If this is not 
the case, we recommend reading the manual 26/733 „PG5, software requirements, PG5 V 
2.0“ The device configurator defines direct access to programming instructions, for reading 
values from the peripheral input module and writing values to the peripheral output module. 
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3.2.2 1280BRunning the device configurator 

771BThe device configurator is used for hardware configuration, setting up logs, and I/O handling 

772BDouble click on the project tree icon to start the device configurator 

773B  
774BUse a right click to select the Device and use Change Device Type to set the panel which is to 

be configured. The Download button can be used to download the configuration onto the 
pWeb Panel.  
775B
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3.3 1230BFirmware version 
776BThe firmware of the programmable panel is stored on an SD card soldered to the mother-
board. A firmware update can be applied by downloading a new version with the PG5. When 
doing so, pay attention to the following procedure: 

• 124BOpenwww.sbc-support.com and download the latest firmware version 
• 125BEstablish a connection between PG5 and the CPU, the same way as when downloading 

an application (in accordance with the available devices, serial with PGU cable, modem1), 
USB, ethernet) 

• 126BIn the Tools menu, select “Update Firmware” and use the Browse function to select the 
path for the file with the new firmware version. Make sure that only one file is selected for 
download 

• 127BStart the download 

3.4 1231BDownloading the program and backup 
777BThe user program is downloaded to the pWeb panel in the same way as performing device 
configuration with the PG5 software. This process is described below. 

3.4.1 1281BDownloading the user program with PG5 
778B1 779BCreate and compile the user program  

 780BThe file your_project.pcd contains the following infor-
mation: 

781BUser program (FUPLA, IL, etc.) 

782BConfiguration files (in some cases) 

783BData for first initialisation 

784B  
 

785B2 786BProgram download  
 787BClicking on the Download button shows the following 

window. 

 
The user program is downloaded as a file in a particu-
lar partition of the internal file system. The user is not 
able to see this partition. 

 

788B3 789BOptions after download  
 790BExecute program 

791B(RUN) 

792BSets the PLC to RUN, 
once the download is 
successfully completed 

 

793BRemain STOPPED 794BAfter the download, PLC 

795Bremains STOPPED 

• 128BIt is not possible to only download those blocks which have been modified. 
• 129BThe user program is downloaded into the on-board memory in a file and, after a restart of 

the system, the process is complete. 
• 130BIf the download is not successfully completed, the FW deletes all files inside 
• 131Bthe system folder. 

Once the download has been successfully completed, start the controller: 
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After the system restart, the user program and ROM DB/text are transferred into the execution 
memory. This is a write-protected memory, which does not need to be backed up; all data is 
stored in the pWeb panel file system. 

The data for the user program is transferred to the execution memory after the pWeb panel 
device starts up. 

3.4.2 1282BBacking up and restoring the user program 

255BBackup with PG5 

Select a backup with “Backup To Flash” 

 
Since the user program is already stored in the on-board flash memory, only the RAM DB/text 
for the on-board flash memory are stored to the folder PLC_SYS (not visible to the user) 

Note: Registers, flags, timers and counters are not stored. 

During a restore, the DB/text are copied back into the SRAM memory. 

Backup to INTFLASH file system 

The values RAM DB/text are stored in the internal PCD_Backup folder. This allows the backup 
files to be accessed via the FTP server and then uploaded to a PC. 

3.5 1232BLED and operating status (12“ pWeb panel only) 
The CPU is capable of the operating statuses listed in the following table. On the 12“ pWeb 
panel, the status is indicated by a multicoloured LED. On the other panels, the status can be 
shown on the display.  

796BStatus 797BDescription 798BLED 
799BNo power 800BNo power connected 801Baus 
802BRun 803BNormal processing of the user program after startup.  804Bgreen 

805BRun (conditional) 806BConditional Run status A condition has been set in 
the debugger (Run until...), which has not yet been 

 

807Bgreen…green…green 

808BRun with error 809BThe same as Run, but with an error message 810Bgreen 
811BRun (conditional) with 

 
812BThe same as Run (conditional), but with an error 

 
813Bgreen…green…green 

814BStop 815BThe status Stop occurs in the following cases: 

• 132BDownloading with the option “Remain in Stop 
status” 

• PGU stopped by programming unit 

816Bred 

817BStop with error 818BThe same as Stop, but with an error message 819Bred 
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820BHalt 821BThe status Halt occurs in the following cases: 

• 134BHalt instruction processed 

• 135BSerious error in the user program 

• 136BHardware fault 

• 137BNo program loaded 

• 138BNo communications mode on the S-bus PGU or 
Gateway Master Port 

822Bred 

823BSystem diagnostics   
824BBattery fault in Run 825BFlashes at interval of 500ms 826Borange greenorangegreen 
827BBattery fault in Run 
conditional 

 828Bredgreenredgreen 

829BBattery fault in stop / 
halt 

 830Bred…red…red 

831BNo SD memory card  832Bred bluegreenred blueg-
reen 

833BSD memory card but 
no firmware 

 834Bred green blue red green 
blue 

3.6 1233BSoftware Watchdog 
835BThe pWeb panels have a Software Watchdog, which is a self-monitoring function of the pro-
cessor which restarts the CPU in the event of a malfunction or loop. The core of the Software 
Watchdog is the instruction SYSER K 1000. The first time this is output, the Watchdog func-
tion is activated. This instruction must then be output at least every 200 ms, otherwise the 
Watchdog is triggered and the controller restarted. 

836BInstruction: SYSWR K 1000 ; Software Watchdog instruction 

837BR/K x   ; Parameters according to following table 

838B; K constant or entered value; Register  

839Bx = 0 The Software Watchdog is deactivated 

840Bx = 1 The Software Watchdog is activated; if the instruction is not repeated within 200 ms, a 
cold start is performed 

841Bx = 2 The Software Watchdog is activated; if the instruction is not repeated within 200 ms, 
XOB 0 is called, then a cold start is performed 

842BXOB 0 calls are entered in the PCD History as follows: 

843B«XOB0WDOGSTART» ifXOB0wastriggeredbytheSoftwareWatchdog 

844B«XOB0STARTEXEC» ifXOB0wastriggeredbyasupplyfault 

3.7 1234BRIOs 
845BPCD3 Smart-RIO T66x modules can be used for decentralised expansion via ethernet (see 
also manual 26/892): 
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4 1213BUsing the Setup menu on the SVGA MB panels and pWeb pa-
nels 
846BThis chapter describes the menu structure of the SVGA MicroBrowser panel and programma-
ble pWeb panel 

847BMicroBrowser SVGA panel 

• 139BPCD7.D (12.1“ SVGA) 

848BProgrammable pWeb panels (firmware 1.19.34): 

• 140BPCD7.D412DT5F (12.1“ SVGA) 
• 141BPCD7.D410VT5F (10.4“ VGA) 
• 142BPCD7.D457VT5F (5.7“ VGA) 

4.1 1235BOpening the Setup menu 

849B850B  

To call up the Setup menu: 

→ 10BTouch any area on the screen (except the buttons) for 4 seconds at any time 
→ 11BTouch the icon displayed during startup (see section 5. TITLE  
→ 12BThe SETUP menu also contains an ONLINE help function (touch the Help icon) 

4.2 1236BCustomising the start screen 
851BThe title screen is displayed for a few seconds, immediately after the panel is switched on with 
ON. The greeting and welcome screen can be defined under  System / Intro Screen (see 
section 7.3.2.3) 

852B  

291B = Animated icon for “Please wait, data loading” 

853BUser-defined start page: see section 7.3.2.3 

Available for a few 
seconds only, pressing on 
this icon will take you di-
rectly to the Setup menu.  
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4.3 1237BChanging the password 
854BMB panels of the PCD7.D4xxxx series are supplied without a password on the Setup menu. 
If, however, access to the Setup menu is subsequently restricted with a password, the correct 
password must be entered, and then confirmed with OK. 

→ 13BFor information on entering passwords, see section xx 

4.4 1238BSaving and exiting 

855B  
856BIf you have changed one or more parameters, you must confirm if you want to save the 
changes, to save & reboot, or to reset the new parameters without saving. 
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5 1214BStructure and description of the Setup menu 
857BThe Setup screen is the first screen which is displayed when the Setup menu is accessed. 

 
209B1 210BNetwork 

292BMB panel settings 211BSee section 212B5.1 
213B2 214BLogic Controller 215BConfigure the internal logic controller 

(pWeb panels only) 
216BSee section 

2175.2 

218B3 219BWeb Connection 220BConfigure the web connection 221BSee section 222B0 
223B4 224BSystem 225BInfo/Settings/Special Settings/FW 

download & Reboot 
226BSee section 

227B0 

228B5 229BDisplay 230BDisplay settings 231BSee section  
232B6 233BKeyboard 234BVirtual keyboard  235BSee section  
236B7 237BPassword 238BEnter a password 239BSee section 240B5.7 
241B8 242BLanguage 243BSelection of the language (E, G, F, I and 

Dutch) 
244BSee section  

245B9 246BBack to application 247BBack to application   

5.1 1239BNetwork 

858B  
859BThis is where you can configure the network settings for the panel. Depending on the network, 
the connection may also work without setting a gateway or DNS server. You can exit the 
menu using the Setup button 

860BOn pWeb panels, the network configuration is generally performed using the PG5 device con-
figurator. If the Device Configuration is updated via PG5, the data set in Setup is overwritten. If 
you want this data to be carried over to the PG5, the configuration requires the configuration 
file to be uploaded into the PG5 project. 

5.1.1 1283BDCHP On 

861BIf DCHP is off, an IP must be set by the user. Otherwise all the necessary settings are ac-
quired by the DCHP server.  

5.1.2 1284BTCP/IP address 

862BIP address of the panel 

5.1.3 1285BSubnet Mask  

863BSubnet mask of the network on which the panel is located 

5.1.4 1286BDefault Gateway 

864BIP of the standard gateway 
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5.1.5 1287BPrimary DNS Server 

865BIP of the primary DNS server 

5.1.6 1288BSecondary DNS Server 

866BIP of the secondary DNS server 

5.2 1240BLogic Controller (pWeb panels only) 

867B  
868BSettings of the programmable logic controller in pWeb panels. The settings configured here 
can also be made in the PG5 Device configurator. 

869BIf the Device Configuration is updated via PG5, the data set in Setup is overwritten. If you 
want this data to be carried over to the PG5, the configuration requires the configuration file to 
be uploaded into the PG5 project. 

5.2.1 1289BProgram Name 

870BDisplays the name of the loaded PG5 project 

5.2.2 1290BStatus RUN or HALT 

871BDisplays the status of the logic controller 

5.2.3 1291BS-BUS 

872BConfiguration of the S-bus of the internal logic controller 

→ 14BS-Bus Station 
S-bus station of the logic controller 

→ 15BSerial 
Settings for the serial S-bus connection 
o 16BActive 

Activates the serial connection 
o 17BPGU 

When PGU is activated, the panel can be programmed via the serial interface 
o 18BPort 

For setting the S-bus port 
o 19BMode 

Data or parity 
o 20BBaud reate 

Speed of the S-bus 
o 21BTS Delay 

Sets a transmission delay. Setting 0 causes the default values to be used 
o 22BTN Delay 

Sets a transmission delay. Setting 0 causes the default values to be used 
→ 23BSerial Master Gateway 

Settings for the master gateways 
o 24BActive 

Activates or deactivates the master gateway 
o 25BPort 

Port of the master gateways 
o 26BMode 

Data or parity mode 
o 27BBaud rate 

Sets the baud speed of the serial S-bus 
o 28BStart address 

First S-Bus station on gateway 
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o 29BEnd address 
Last S-Bus station on gateway 

o 30BSpeed 
Speed of connection 

→ 31BIP 
For setting the IP address 
o 32BActive 

Activates S-bus via IP 
o 33BPGU 

If PGU is activated, the panel can be programmed via this interface. 
o 34BPort 

Port of the IP connection 
→ 35BIP Master Gateway 

o 36BActive 
For setting the master gateway 

o 37BTimeout 
Timeout for a expected response, which should be received (Standard  0) 

o 38BStart address 
First S-Bus station on gateway 

o 39BEnd address 
Last S-Bus station on gateway 

5.3 1241BWeb Connection 

873B  
874BThis is where you can set the data for the device from which the website is to be loaded and 
displayed. On programmable pWeb panels, this is usually the internal controller, and so the 
Local Host IP Address 127.0.0.1 must be set.  

5.3.1 1292BConnection 

875BName of the connection 

5.3.2 1293BType (no selection for pWeb) 

876BLocal Only for SVGA MB panel 
No connection with any PCD 
Connection is made with the local IP address 127.0.0.1 

877BHTTP Direct Direct connection (ethernet only) 

5.3.3 1294BStart page 

878BName of the start page for this connection 

5.3.4 1295BRemote Host IP 

879BIP address of the connected PCD 

5.3.5 1296BRemote Port 

880BRemote port (default: 80) 

5.3.6 1297BConnection List 

881BWe advise you to establish one or more connections (up to x16) from the “List of Connec-
tions”.Edit the connection or connections and select the connection which you would like to 
use for your project. Each connection can be edited at any time.  
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882BThe names for the connections are required as the URL jump target in the Web Editor: 

883BExamples: the connection in the list is called conn2_http, and the start page of the project 
Start.html 

884B  

5.4 1242BSystem 

885B  

5.4.1 1298BProduction data 

886BDisplay of the most important production data, such as serial number and ASN 

→ 40BASN 
SBC product number (order number) 

→ 41BSerial number 
Serial number of the device 

→ 42BMAC Address 
MAC address of the device 

→ 43BHW Version 
Hardware version of the device 

→ 44BProduction Date 
Month in which the device was produced 

→ 45BDisplay Type 
Type of display (internal designation) 

→ 46BHW LCD Rotation 
Rotation of the display 

5.4.2 1299BInfo 

887BSystem info, such as Firmware Version, Booter Version, etc. 

→ 47BFirmware Version 
Firmware version currently installed on the panel 

→ 48BBooter Version 
Booter version currently installed on the panel 

→ 49BM1 Expansion Info 
Indicates if an M1 memory expansion is present (or a F1xxS module on the pWeb panel) 

→ 50BVideo Cache Permanent 
Info: permanent video cache used 

→ 51BErasable Video Cache 
Info: cache is used for images. Dependent upon the size and number of gif files in the 
cache 

5.4.3 1300BSettings 

888BGeneral settings for the panel 

→ 52BBuzzer 
Buzzer which sounds when buttons are operated or certain actions are performed 
o 53BBuzzer On/Off 

Buzzer signal when buttons are operated On / Off 
o 54BBuzzer frequency 

Pitch of the buzzer 
→ 55BFile Search Order 

Local / remote files 
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o 56BNo local file search 
"No local file search" means files (teq, .gif, etc.) are not searched for on the local 
server of the MB panel. 

o 57BLocal before remote 
"Local before remote" means files (.teq,.gif, etc.) are searched for first on the local 
server, before the PCD server is searched. Files are searched for first in IN-
TFLASH/Webpages 

o 58BRemote before local 
"Remote before local" means file (.teq,.gif, etc.) are searched for on the remote serv-
er, before the local server on the MB panel is searched. 

→ 59BStart Delay [s] 
Start delay for restart (min. 1 sec., max. 15 sec.) 

→ 60BStart screen 
Enter the greeting & modify the welcome screen 
o 61BStartup text 

Freely-definable greeting (max. 64 characters) 
o 62BX-position of the text 

Value between 0 and 639 
o 63BY-position of the text 

Value between 0 and 479 
o 64BName of the graphic file 

gif graphic file: INTFLASH/WEBPAGES/… 
o 65BX-position of the graphic 

Value between 0 and 639 
Y-position of the graphic 
Value between 0 and 479 

→ 66BFile Cache Active 
During normal operation, the file cache should be active. 
The file cache can be activated and deactivated. Deactivation is used, for example during 
project handling, because changes to cached files are trackable. 

→ 67BSetup Call With Delay 
Activates or deactivates the delay 

5.4.4 1301BSpecial Settings 

889BSpecial system settings 

→ 68BReset All Parameters 
This command resets all parameters to the default values 

→ 69BFormat Intflash 
Extended function with request for confirmation: "Do you really want to format INFLASH?" 
This command wipes the flash memory and recreates the file system from scratch. After 
the Formatting OK message, the device returns to the System menu. 

→ 70BTime 
Real Time Clock (RTC)  
o 71BTime 

Real Time Clock (RTC): enter time (container: uBT_RtcTime) 
o 72BDate 

RTC: enter date (container: uBT_RtcDate) 
o 73BTime Server Active 

Activates/deactivates the time server 
→ 74BMemory 

Only in problem cases! Outside of the permissible memory range   Heap 1, 2, 3 and 
LR. 

→ 75BShow Runtime Info 
Extended command on the run time 
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5.4.5 1302BLog 

890BClicking the button scrolls further through the list. This allows you to check, for example, if 
typefaces are found. The last screen gives info on error messages. 
Access to log.txt via FTP: uBT_FS/LOG.TXT 

5.4.6 1303BRestart 

891BRestarts the system. 

5.5 1243BDisplay 

892B  

5.5.1 1304BBrightness 

893BCan be adjusted in a range between 0 and 20  

5.5.2 1305BBacklight [min] 

894BThe touchscreen or buttons are not selected during this period, the backlight is switched off. 
You can activate it again by touching the screen or a button. Can be adjusted in a range bet-
ween 0 and 5000. 

5.5.3 1306BRotation 

895BLandscape / Portrait 

5.5.4 1307BCalibrate Touchscreen 

896BCarefully, using the stylus 

5.6 1244BKeyboard 

897B  

5.6.1 1308BSIP (Virtual Keyboard) 

898BActivates/deactivates SIP (Soft Input Panel). 
Virtual Keyboard 

5.6.2 1309BName of the first keyboard 

899BYou can choose from: Alphapad.teq (alphanumeric) or keypad.teq (numeric) as the first key-
board to open.  

5.6.3 1310BWidth of the Focus (in Pixels) 

900BYou can select a value from 0 to 6 pixels. 
A frame identifies the selected area or edit field. The entry defines the frame width in pixels. At 
a width of 0, no frame is displayed. This is advisable if you are only working with the touch-
screen. 
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5.7 1245BPassword 

901B  
902BYou can enter an alphabetic, numeric or alphanumeric password (maximum number of cha-
racters = 32, incl. spaces) 

903BYou must confirm the password after entering it.  

904BWhen you enter a new password, you have to confirm it. If the characters entered in the con-
firmation field do not match the new password, the old password is retained.  

905BIf you would like to disable password protection, press the Enter key and confirm without in-
putting any characters 

906BForgot your password? Delete the file inflash/config/passwd.dat (FTP connection). This will 
resolve your problem. 

907B  

5.8 1246BLanguage 

908B  
909BYou can select one of the preconfigured languages for the Setup process 
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6 1215BLocal files / local server 

6.1 1247BConnecting via FTP access 
910BThe internal structure can only be accessed via FTP: SBC file system (FTP access: user 
name and password). ftp:// IP address 

911B  
912BFILE CACHE  :  Contains the cache memory  

913BINTFLASH  :  Contains: 

• 143BINTFLASH/CONFIG/ 
KEYMAP.DAT  Configure keyboard - only MB with buttons (F-keys). 
Does not apply to this MB panel. 
PASSWD.DAT  Only displayed if a password has been creased (Forgot your password? 
Delete this file.) 
TSPOINTS.DAT  For internal use 

• 144BINTFLASH/WEBPAGES Directory for all project files which you want to save “LOCAL-
LY” (teq, gif files, etc.) 

• 145BINFLASH/FONT FONT directory must be created by the user. It contains all the special 
or additional .bft files containing typefaces. 

• 146BINFLASH/TRENDLOGS  TRENDLOGS directory is created automatically when logs 
are stored. The .CSV files with the logs are saved to this location automatically (this uses 
Web Editor MB Macro S2F). 

• 147BPLC_SYS Internal use, no access (configuration sett., uBT_containers, etc.) 
• 148BUBT_FS  UBT_FS/LOG.TXT List of the startup process + Error info (read only) 
• 149BWEB For internal use 
• 150BSLOFLASH Created automatically when an SD memory card is use with the SD card in-

terface. 
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6.2 1248BINTFLASH/WEBPAGES 
256BCaution: the directory name “M1_Flash”, which is used in the SBC file system on the 
current QVGA and VGA MB panel, no longer exists on this panel. The directory name of 
the root level is “INTFLASH” 

914B  
1) 151BRecommended simplest method: Copy all shared files (.teq, .gif, etc.) to 

INTFLASH/WEBPAGES. 
N.B.: If you have copy .teq or .gif files (or even .itq, .csv and .html files) when using a lo-
cal server, then you must always create at least one .tcr with all the PPO data (Web 
Builder). 
 Caution: Switch the Setup option from "No local file search" to "Local file search before 
remote"! 

2) 152BCopy all associated files (.teq + .gif ) to the corresponding subdirectories of 
INTFLASH/WEBPAGES/. Each associated station has its own subdirectory. The names 
of the subdirectories correspond to the communication method: 
HTTP direct communication  IP address of the station with an underscore instead of a 
dot  
e.g. IP address 192.168.12.90 becomes 192_168_12_90) 
Copy files to INTFLASH/WEBPAGES/192_168_12_90 

915B  
916B!!!    File names: max. 24 ASCII characters without spaces, including file extension. 

917BN.B.: If you have copy .teq or .gif files (or even .itq, .csv and .html files) when using a local 
server, then you must always create at least one .tcr (Web Builder), as it contains all the PPO 
data. Do not forget to switch the Setup option from "No local file search" to "Local file search 
before remote”. 

  

xxxxxxxxxxx.TEQ 

xxxxxxxxxx.GIF 

xxxxxxxx.HTML 

xxxxxx ITQ 

 

xxxxxxxxxxx.TEQ 

xxxxxxx.TEQ 

xxxxxxxx.GIF 

xxxxxxxxxx.GIF 
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7 1216BUpdating and special settings 

7.1 1249BFirmware update 

7.1.1 1311BAdditional information on downloading FW 

918BIf problems occur while downloading via a USB connection, try the following solution:  

919BRestart the MB panel with the USB cable REMOVED. Press the Download button and the MB 
panel’s Download mode is activated. Next, connect the USB cable to the MB panel and press 
Start in the FW Download Service Program 

920BIf problems occur while downloading via a USB or ethernet connection, try the following solu-
tion: 

921BIf communications are interrupted during the download process, no notification appears on 
screen.  This is because the FW flash memory is erased at the start of the process.  
 

7.1.2 1312BSafe Firmware Download via USB 

257BThe safe method for downloading firmware is always via USB. 

a) 283BSwitch off the MB panel 
b) 284BAt the top of the back cover os a hole of 3mm in diameter. It contains a button. Take a 

narrow-tipped pen or a small screwdriver (any cylindrical object with a diameter of 3mm is 
suitable) and use it to hold down the button for short while. You can see the location of 
the Reset button in the figure: 

 
c) 285BSwitch on the MB panel with ON at the same time. Wait 3-4 sec. until the LED starts to 

flash. 
Then download the FW using the SBC FW Service Program. 

922BCAUTION: The *.blk file type is used for a complete FW file. Only use files intended for the 
PCD7.D4xx panel, which were supplied by Saia Burgess Controls. 
 

7.2 1250BReset / Resetting the device to factory settings 
923BIn a number of particular cases, the Reset button can be used to fully reset the MB panel and 
restore the factory default settings. 

924BWhen could this function be of use? 

925BIf, for example, you have copied the local file required for an FTP connection with the local 
server into the wrong directory or have unintentionally deleted data which is necessary for dis-
playing the Setup menu. The most common error is the appearance of the message “uBTer-
minal not found”, while the content on screen remains unchanged. In such a case, proceed 
as follows: 

1) 286BA. Switch off the MB panel with OFF 
2) 287BActivate the Reset button (see 14.2.1), at the top of the device’s rear cover, by holding 

down the button. 
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3) 288BSwitch on the MB panel at the same time.After approx. 5 sec., the buzzer is activated with 
increasing frequency. 

4) 289BOnce the pitch (or the frequency) of the buzzer has stabilised (after approx. 10 sec.), re-
lease the Reset button and wait. 

5) 290BYou may have to wait to 1 to 2 minutes. During this time, the FW is reconstructing the whole 
organisation of the memory and recreating all the files which are required for the default set-
tings. Finally, the MB panel reboots automatically, and you will be asked to recalibrate the 
touchscreen. Once you have calibrated it, the system has been fully restored. 

7.3 1251BBacklight 
926BThe period for which the backlight remains on can be set manually. This function helps to save 
energy. If the backlight is deactivated, you will save approx. 3/4 watts, which is no negligible 
value. This will also extend the service lifeof the backlight. 

258BService life of the backlight 

927BThe normal service life of the backlight (at 25°C) is defined as approx. 50 Kh. This corres-
ponds to 5 years of continuous use. However, this value is quickly reduced (to half or less), if 
the operating temperature is 10°C or less. It makes sense for the user to take this into account 
and to adapt the standby period of the backlight accordingly. 
 

7.4 1252BTypefaces supported by MB panel PCD7.D4xx 
928BDefault fonts available for the VGA MB panel 

 929BFONT SIZE 

930BFronts and formats  931B10 932B12 933B14 934B16 935B20 936B24 937B36 

938BArial 939Bx 940Bx  941Bx 942Bx 943Bx 944Bx 

945BArial Bold   946Bx  947Bx 948Bx 949Bx 

950BCourier New  951Bx  952Bx 953Bx   

954BCourier New Bold   955Bx  956Bx   

957BTahoma  958Bx  959Bx 960Bx 961Bx  

962BTahoma Bold   963Bx  964Bx 965Bx  

259BCalculating the given amount of play for:   

966BSingle text field, multi-line text field, edit field for text field, and button with text. 
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967B  
968BDefinitions: 

969BFont size: Character size (font size in pixels) 

970BY-dimension: Size of the graphical symbol (in pixels) 

971BX-dimension: Width of a character  

972BText length: Length of a single-line piece of text. 

973BText field: Length of the painter 

974BGeneral recommendations for text fields (you can find info in the online help for the first ver-
sion of Web Editor) 

975BYou are recommended to use text fields, which exceed the size displayed in the Editor by up 
to 20%. To determine the text field length, you can also consult the following table of the min. 
and max. X-dimension. 

976BGeneral recommendations for the Y-dimension in proportion to the font size and format 

977BBasic rule: the text should be INSIDE the contours. 

978BFor buttons and edit fields, a shadow of 2 pixels is added (to the inside of the button contours 
and to the outside of the edit fields). 

979BIf the text is too large for the edit field, it is overlaid by the border and the 3D shadow.  

980BThe following borders must be planned for: 

• 153BSingle text fields and such with multiple lines: 2 x border width + 1 
• 154BButtons: 2 x border width + 5    
• 155BEdit fields 2 x border width + 5 

Font size ySize min xSize max xSize
Arial 36 41 7 36
Arial 24 28 7 24
Arial 20 23 6 20
Arial 16 19 3 16
Arial 12 15 3 12
Arial 10 12 3 10
Arial Bold 36 41 9 35
Arial Bold 24 28 7 23
Arial Bold 20 23 6 20
Arial Bold 14 16 4 15
CourierNew 20 23 12 12
CourierNew 16 19 10 10
CourierNew 12 14 7 7
CourierNew 10 12 6 6
CourierNew Bold 20 23 12 12
CourierNew Bold 14 17 8 8
Tahoma 24 29 5 24
Tahoma 20 25 4 20
Tahoma 16 20 4 16
Tahoma 12 15 4 12
Tahoma 10 13 3 10
Tahoma Bold 24 29 7 29
Tahoma Bold 20 25 6 24
Tahoma Bold 14 17 4 17  
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7.5 1253BSpecial Unicode fonts 

7.5.1 1313BGeneral information 

981BThe user can add additional fonts, for example, which are required for some languages or 
special fonts/formats/sizes, which are not provided for by default on the MB panel. 

982BSuch languages include: Russian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Korean  

983BSuch fonts include: Comic sans MS, Charleworth, Book Antica, Century, Trebuchet, Verdana 

984BDifferent sizes, such as 10,12,14, etc., or formats such as plain (or normal), bold, etc., can be 
used on all these fonts. 

985BFonts and Unicode fonts: 24Thttp://www.sbc-support.ch24T Product Info  HMI  Web-Panel 
PCD7.D4xxx  Additional information for Sales Companies (restricted Area) 

986BFiles containing typefaces for specific languages or fonts/formats/sizes, which are not in the 
list, can also be installed on an MB panel. If you want to do so, please contact SBC Support.  

987BTo ensure that all characters are supported, we recommended using the Arial typeface. This is 
particularly the case for languages with a large number of characters, such as Chinese. 

988BThis means using Unicode files with typefaces (.bft) generated and made available by Saia 
Burgess Controls. The firmware searches the following locations for typefaces: 

989BINTFLASH/FONT 

990BA file with typefaces contains the data for a continuous string of characters. If, for example, 
Greek and Cyrillic are required, two files must be loaded: one with the Greek alphabet and 
another containing the Cyrillic characters. 

991BThe size of such a font file must not exceed 128 KByes. 

992B(Chinese requires many files with different font sizes to cover all the characters.) 

993BIf a font file is found, it is registered. A maximum of 65 different files can be registered. When a 
character is required, the front file is opened and the data for the characters is called up. The 
data is intended for subsequent use. 

994B  
→ 76BName of the font files: max. 24 ASCII characters without spaces (including file extension) 
→ 77BTo install font files: copy the files to the FTP server of the MB panel via an FTP connec-

tion. 
→ 78BChinese fonts: 12 is the smallest legible font size. 
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7.5.2 1314BMulti-languages: Example 
→ 79BSwitch to a different language with the button (set the variable with the mouse button held 

down). 

995BExamples: Translate "Happy Birthday" to Czech using the "HTML TAG” type. 

996BThe Czech requires an expansion of the European characters, which can be downloaded by 
logging into the SBC Support site. 

997BProcedure: 

• 156BThe Unicode font .bft file(s) with expanded European character set must be copied into 
INTFLASH /FONT (see section 13.1). 

• 157BWeb Editor: create the static text “Happy Birthday” and select “HTML TAG” as the source 
type. 

• 158BUnder the “Text Positions Advanced” tab for position settings: if you are using exotic cha-
racters (such as Katakana, Chinese, etc.), we recommend sticking with the default set-
tings for the text position (not centred or justified)  

• 159BIn some typefaces, it is not possible to represent all Unicode characters. We recommend 
using the "Arial Unicode MS" or "MS Sans Serif" typefaces, as they are well suited to use 
with Unicode characters. 

998B  
999BDo not edit the CSV file in the S-Web Editor directly, because the text window of the S-
Web Editor will save the CSV file in ASCII mode. You could, for example, use Notepad to edit 
your CSV files (or another text editor, which allows you to save the files in Unicode format). In 
the Notepad "Save As" dialog box, you can select the “Unicode” entry in the dropdown menu 
under "Encoding". In MS Excel, use the format “Unicode Text”. 

1000B Once you have saved your CSV files in the Unicode format and selected a typeface in the 
HMI which can be used to display Unicode characters, then the Unicode strings should be 
displayed properly. If you want to use Unicode, you do not need to make any further settings 
in the S-Web Editor. 

1001B  
1002B4) Web Editor: Create a button with the following action parameters "Actions Set Variables": 

1003BThe type is the “Container”, the name is “@LANGUAGE” and then the Unicode .csv file. 
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1004B  
1005BWe recommend copying the .csv files into the local server of the MicroBrowser panel, under 
INTFLASH/ Webpages/… 

→ 80BFor information on the topic of multilingual displays, see also “Multilingual HMIs” in the 
online help of the Web Editor. 

7.5.3 1315BAnalysing incorrect fonts, font sizes or format templates 

1006B1 Arial, same format, keep size 
2 Arial, simple, keep size 

1007BIf the size is not available for Arial: 
3 Same typeface, same format, reduce size to next possible size     
4 Same typeface, simple, reduce size to next possible size 

1008BIf there is no smaller typeset for this typeface: 
5 Arial, same format, reduce size to next possible size 
6 Arial, simple, reduce size to next possible size 

1009BIf there is no smaller typeset for Arial: 
7 Arial, same format or simple, use the smallest available font size 

1010BIf you replace a typeset, then this is logged in the log file (see section 7.3.4) 

7.5.4 1316BWeb Editor 

1011BUnicode character sets are available: 

• 160Busing the source type “HTML TAG” in the Web Editor and with a .CSV file. 
• 161Bby entering the text directly into the Web Editor as a string. In this case, no .CSV files are 

necessary.  Do not import any Web Editor projects, which have been created with Micro-
soft Windows, using Unicode Character Set A, into another Windows project, which was 
created with Unicode Character Set B. 

7.6 1254BInternal special functions 

7.6.1 1317BContainer variable for SVGA MB panel 

1012BThe configuration file UBTERMINAL.TXT is not accessible via the FTP connection, because 
this file is located in the (write-protected) subdirectory / PLC_SYS/CONFIG/.  

1013BContainers allow the application to exchange data with the firmware. All container variables 
havethe prefix "uBT_". Pay attention to upper/lower case!!! 
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297BConfig 
file 
entry 

298BContainer 
299B(source HN 10.03.10) 

300BType 301BDefault 302BMin 
value 
Min 
length 

303BMax 
value 
Max 
length 

304BDescription 

305BR/W 306BuBT_AlarmFrequency 307BDecimal 
value string 

308B1000 309B125 310B8000 311BFrequency setting for the acoustic alarm 
(Hz) 
(based on 
125,250,500,1000,2000,4000,8000) 
Set before using the alarm. 
A change in frequency while the alarm is 
sounding will only take effect when the 
next alarm is called. 

312BNo 313BuBT_AlarmStart 314BDecimal 
value string 

315B0 316B0 317B30000=  
30 sec. 

318BDefine a value to start or stop the pulsed, 
acoustic alarm. 
The acoustic alarm can be started by 
setting an interval time (0 - 30,000 mSec) 
for the pulsed signal.  
A 50% pulse/pause ratio is used, i.e. the 
pulse time is equal to the pause time. 
Changes made while the alarm is already 
sounding are ignored. At a setting of 0, 
however, the alarm is immediately 
deactivated. 
319BThe alarm is stopped immediately by 
touching the screen.  

320BR/W 321BuBT_AlarmVolume 322BDecimal 
value string 

323B10 324B0 325B20: 
100% 

326BVolume of the acoustic alarm (0 - 20). 
As pulse width modulation is used, this 
setting has an effect on the perceived 
pitch of the alarm. 
Set before using the alarm! 
A change in volume while the alarm is 
sounding will only take effect when the 
next alarm is called. 

327BR/W 328BuBT_AutoRepeat 329BBoolean 
value string 

330B0 331B 0 332B 1 333BVia the Soft Input Panel SIP  (on-screen 
keyboard), use: 
SIP keyboard: AutoRepeat on (1), off (0 ) 

334BNo 335BuBT_BackLight 336BBoolean 
value string 

337B1 338B0  339B 1 340BRead/Write 1, 0  Remote control for 
backlight OFF. The backlight is switched 
OFF if the value was previously ‘1’. When 
the screen is touched, the backlight is 
switched back on again immediately. 
341BRead/Write 0, 1  Remote control for 
backlight ON. The backlight is switched 
ON if the value was previously ‘0’. There 
may be a delay when switching off. 
Remote control via PPO <-> Container 
coupling only.  
Use on painters for buttons and edit fields 
is not supported. 

342BNo  343BuBT_BackLightOn  
 

344BBoolean 
value string 

345B1 346B0  347B 1 348BDirect operation of the backlight by 
making an entry in this container (1: On, 
0 : Off).  
 
349BStatus of the backlight is set to read back. 
Container is set by activating the back-
light by touching the screen and reset 
after switch off with 
uBT_BackLightTimeout.  
 
350BAreas of application: remote monitoring 
and remote control via PPO <-> Contain-
er coupling, local user control right on the 
terminal via the painter for buttons 
(mouse button pressed, mouse button 
released) and locally via the painter for 
edit fields in the web project.  
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297BConfig 
file 
entry 

298BContainer 
299B(source HN 10.03.10) 

300BType 301BDefault 302BMin 
value 
Min 
length 

303BMax 
value 
Max 
length 

304BDescription 

351BR/W 352BuBT_BackLightTimeout 353BDecimal 
value string 

354B15 355B0 356B5000 357BTime (min) until backlight switches off. 
When the screen is touched or switched 
on by the container, the backlight is 
switched on and the countdown begins. 
358BIf value=0: no time-delayed monitoring of 
the backlight. In this case, the backlight 
remains permanently switched on. 

359BRead 
only 

360BuBT_BooterVersion 361BANSI text 
string 

362BCurrent 
version 
string 

363B0 364B8 365BFirmware booter version 
String read only 

366BR/W 367BuBT_BuzzFreq 368BANSI text 
string 

369B1000 370B125 371B8000 372BFrequency settings of the acoustic signal 
from touching 
(125,250,500,1000,2000,4000,8000) 
If using the touch function to define the 
pitch of the acoustic signal when touching 
the screen. 

373BR/W 374BuBT_BuzzOnOff 375BBoolean 
value string 

376B1 (On) 377B 0 378B 1 379BAcoustic signal from touching On (1)/Off 
(0) 

380BR/W 381BuBT_BuzzVol 382BDecimal list 
string 

383B1 384B0 385B20: 
100% 

386BRead/write volume of the buzzer (0 - 20).  
When using the touch function, this 
defines the volume of the acoustic signal 
when touching the screen. Using pulse 
width modulation, this setting changes 
the perceived pitch of the alarm. Switch 
off by setting the volume to 0. 

387BRead 
only 

388BuBT_ConfigType 389BANSI text 
string 

390BCurr. 
config. 
type 

391B0 392B24 393BConfiguration type 
String read only 

394BR/W 395BuBT_DefaultGateway 396BString IP 
address 

397B0x00 00  
    00 00 

398B * 399B*  400BRead/write IP address of the gateway on 
the subnet being used (forced position, 
overwrites default). * Setting is 0: forced 
position deactivated.  
If the setting=0: depending upon the 
router you are using, it may not be 
possible to reach external addresses 
outside of the subnet. If this setting is 
changes, a restart is necessary. This will 
mean FTP connections are lost. 

401BNo  
 

402BuBT_DispResolution 403BANSI text 
string 

404B<Screen 
width> 
<Screen 
height> 
<Color 
depth> 

405B0 406B16 407BInfo on resolution 
408BString read only 

409BYes 410BuBT_DisplayRotation 411BUTF8 1) !!! 
Text 
412Bstring 

413B0° 
(0x30   
      C2 
B0) 
 

414B0° 415B270° 416BRotation 0°,90°,180°,270°  
 
417BIf a change is made, a restart will be 
necessary. 
This will mean FTP connections are lost. 
418B!!!!  1) Direct display of UTF8 may not be 
supported by the FTP client. 
419BThe screen is displayed rotated, meaning 
that it may not be fully visible, even with 
automatic scaling. 
420BWhen the upscaling function is activated, 
the scaling of the non-rotating screen 
remains consistent with the rotating 
screen. Calibration of the rotating screen 
is the same as on the non-rotating 
screen. In order to alter the calibration, 
please return to the non-rotating screen. 
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297BConfig 
file 
entry 

298BContainer 
299B(source HN 10.03.10) 

300BType 301BDefault 302BMin 
value 
Min 
length 

303BMax 
value 
Max 
length 

304BDescription 

421BR/W 422BuBT_EnableCache 423BBoolean 
value string 

424B1 
(activa-
ted) 

425B 0 426B 1 427BThe file cache is used (1), 0 no file cache 
for all visualisation files, which are not 
images. 
Files are cached for the first time as soon 
as they are used. 
Regardless of the local file settings, files 
are searched for first in the cache 
memory. 
The cache memory is wiped upon startup 
and URL jumps. 
Image files are decompressed and 
cached in a separate, always activated 
video cache.  
This video cache is wiped upon startup, 
URL jumps and whenever too much data 
has been loaded. When this occurs, all 
necessary files are reloaded and decom-
pressed.  

428BR/W 429BuBT_EnableSIP 430BBoolean 
value string 

431B1 
(activa-
ted) 

432B 0 433B 1 434BRead/write SIP  Select the Soft Input 
Panel (virtual keyboard) 
Write 0  SIP is deactivated. Virtual 
keyboards are deactivated 
Write 1  SIP is activated. Virtual 
keyboards (alphapad.teq and keypad.teq) 
are activated. 

       

435BNo 436BuBT_FlashStatus 437BDecimal 
value string 

438B0 439B0 440B255 441BINTFLASH 
442BStatus20: Device present, no file system 
443B21: Device present, file system OK 
444B22: Device present, error during creation 
of file system 
445B23: Device present, creation of file 
system in progress  
446B24: Device present, compression of flash 
sector in progress 
447B-1: Unknown error 

448BR/W 449BuBT_FocusBorderWidt
h 

450BDecimal 
value string 

451B2 452B0 453B5 454BWhen the painter for edit fields and 
buttons is displayed, a rectangular focus 
frame indicates that it is activated. 
455BThis setting is used for the line thickness 
(in pixels) of the focus frame: 1-5 
0: Focus frame is switched off. 

456BR/W 457BuBT_InactivityPollTime 458BANSI text 
string 

459B0 460B0 461B5 462BSetting for touchscreen / keyboard 
inactivity (1), switched off at 0. 
To switch to a less frequent touch-
screen/keyboard call. 

463BNo 464BuBT_IntFlashStatus 465BDecimal 
value string 

466B0 467B0 468B255 469BStatus of the internal flash memory 
20: Device present, no file system 
21: Device present, file system OK 
22: Device present, error during creation 
of file system 
23: Device present, creation of file 
system in progress 
24: Device present, compression of flash 
sector in progress 
-1: Unknown error 

470BR/W 471BuBT_IntroGraphicName 472BANSI text 
string 

473BSBCSU 
Grande. 
474Bgif 

475B0 476B 20 477BIntro graphic 

478BR/W 479BuBT_IntroGraphicXPos 480BDecimal 
value string 

481B100 482B0 483B639 484BPosition of the intro graphic 
485B(horizontal position, from the left) 

486BR/W 487BuBT_IntroGraphicYPos 488BDecimal 
value string 

489B50 490B0 491B479 492BPosition of the intro graphic 
493B(vertical position, from the top down) 
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297BConfig 
file 
entry 

298BContainer 
299B(source HN 10.03.10) 

300BType 301BDefault 302BMin 
value 
Min 
length 

303BMax 
value 
Max 
length 

304BDescription 

494BR/W 495BuBT_IntroText 496BANSI text 
string 

497BWelcome 498B0 499B32 500BStartup text 

501BR/W 502BuBT_IntroTextXPos 503BDecimal 
value string 

504B350 505B0 506B639 507BPosition of the startup text 
(horizontal position, from the left) 

508BR/W 509BuBT_IntroTextYPos 510BDecimal 
value string 

511B300 512B0 513B479 514BPosition of the startup text 
(vertical position, from the top down) 

515BR/W 516BuBT_TCPIPAddr 517BString IP 
address 

518B0xC0 A8 
    0C 5A: 
192.168 
12.90 

519B* 520B*  521BRead/write the TCP/IP address of the 
terminal (own address) within the subnet 
being used.* If the setting is changed, a 
restart is required. This will mean FTP 
connections are lost. 

522BNo 523BuBT_IsTSPresent 524BDecimal 
value string 

525BCurrent 
value 

526B0 527B255 528BTouchscreen was detected (1).  
If the value is 0, calibration will be 
skipped during startup. 

529BR/W 530BuBT_LcdContrast 531BDecimal 
value string 

532B10 533B0 534B20: 
100% 

535BContrast and brightness setting for the 
backlight (0:20). 
Increasing the value means greater 
brightness. 

536BR/W 537BuBT_LocalFileSearch 538BDecimal list 
string 

539BLocal 
before 
remote 
(1) 

540B0 541B2 542BSearch mode for local file search 
0: Do not search local files 
1: Search local files before remote files 
2: Search remote files before local files 
 

543BNo 544BuBT_MACAddr 545BANSI text 
string 

546B  547B0 548B20 549BOwn MAC address (read only) 

550BNo 551BuBT_MultiKeyValue 552BANSI-Text-
String 

553B 0 554B0 555B1 556BContainer is not available 
557BExternal SIP keyboard multikey display 
(1).  
At 0: multikey combinations not activated 

558BR/W 559BuBT_SbusAddr 560BDecimal 
value string 

561B10 562B0 563B253 564BOwn S-bus address 

565BR/W 566BuBT_ ScaleMode 567BDecimal list 
string 

568BAuto (0) 569B0 570B2 571BSetting for upscaling mode 
Auto (0): Smaller views are automatically 
adapted to the size of the terminal 
screen, one view at a time. QVGA views 
are enlarged to the full screen size of 
VGA terminals (2x horizontal and vertical 
zoom with pixel doubling).  
572BVGA (1): Forced position for VGA without 
upscaling of smaller views. This is why 
upscaling is switched off on VGA termin-
als. QVGA (2): Force upscaling with pixel 
doubling on VGA terminals.  
573BThe setting takes effect on the next view 
jump, URL jump, or after a restart.  

574BRead 
only 

575BuBT_SerialNumber 576BHex. or dec. 577B  578B0 579B8 580BSerial number (read only) 

581BNo 582BuBT_Setup 583BText 584B- 585B- 586B- 587BEnter “show” (pay attention to up-
per/lowercase). A pop-up window opens 
on the terminal containing the Setup 
menu. 

588BR/W 589BuBT_SubNetMask 590BString IP 
address 

591B0xFF FF  
    FF 00 

592B* 593B*  594BRead/write subnet mask of the subnet 
used by the terminal. * 
If a change is made, a restart will be 
necessary.  
This will mean FTP connections are lost. 

595BRead 
only 

596BuBT_Version 597BANSI text 
string 

598BCurrent 
version 
string 

599B0 600B32 601BFirmware version 
String read only 
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297BConfig 
file 
entry 

298BContainer 
299B(source HN 10.03.10) 

300BType 301BDefault 302BMin 
value 
Min 
length 

303BMax 
value 
Max 
length 

304BDescription 

602BR/W 603BuBT_RtcDate 604BANSI text 
string 

   605BThe date is obtained from the real time 
clock on the MB panel. (Real Time Clock 
(RTC) must be activated in the Setup 
menu) 

606BR/W 607BuBT_RtcTime 608BANSI text 
string 

   609BThe time is obtained from the real time 
clock on the MB panel. (Real Time Clock 
(RTC) must be activated in the Setup 
menu) 

293B*: In general, IPv4 private addresses are used. The default settings are: 
  - 1 x A class with subnet mask 10.x.x.x and mask 255.0.0.0 – sections can also be used 
  - 16 x B class with subnet mask 172.16.x.x to 172.31.x.x and mask 255.255.0.0 – sections or combinations can also 
be used 
294B- Or 256 x C class with subnet mask 192.168.0.x to 192.168.255.x  and mask 255.255.255.0 - combinations can also 
be used 
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7.6.2 1318BuBT_BackLight Containerdiagramm 
1014B

 

7.6.3 1319BAdditional uBTerminal container for “Save logs to File” function 
1015BName of the 
container 

1016BDefault 1017BMeaning 1018BAccess 

1019BuBT_TrendPath  1020BDynamically chained file path 1021BRead only 
1022BuBT_TrendDevice 1023BINFLASH: 1024BPower-saving device 1025BRead only 
1026BuBT_TrendDir 1027BWEBPAGES/ 

1028BTRENDLOGS 
1029BSubdirectory for storing all trends. 1030BRead 

1031BuBT_TrendSDFlash 1032B0   1033B0: INTFLASH (SVGA) 
1034B1: SL0FLASH* (*not on this MB panel) 

1035BRead/Write 
 

1036BuBT_TrendPrefix 1037BTR  1038BFile name prefix, max. 5 characters 1039BRead/Write 
1040BuBT_TrendSave  1041BLast-saved file 1042BRead only 
1043BuBT_TrendLoad  1044BFile currently loaded 1045BRead/Write 
1046BuBT_TrendSelect 1047BLast file in the 

directory 
1048BFile currently selected. When saving a trend, the 
value is set with the saved file name. 

1049BRead/Write 

1050BuBT_TrendOldest 1051BChange to the 
uBT_TrendSelec
t container.  
Used for button 
actions. 

1052BSelect oldest file 1053BWrite only 
1054BuBT_TrendNewest 1055BSelect newest file 1056BWrite only 
1057BuBT_TrendPrev 1058BSelect previous file 1059BWrite only 
1060BuBT_TrendNext 1061BSelect next file 1062BWrite only 

1063BuBT_TrendDelAll 1064BUse for button 
actions. 

1065BDelete all files in the directory 1066BWrite only 
1067BuBT_TrendDelSel 1068BDelete currently selected file 1069BWrite only 
1070BuBT_TrendDelLast 1071BDelete last-saved file 1072BWrite only 
1073BuBT_TrendDelOld 1074BDelete all files which are older than the selected 

file. 
1075BWrite only 

→ 81BBased on the example of the online minimum S2F macros for the MB panel 
“MB_OnlineTrendMinimal_5_13_01.esm” 
See section xxx 
 

7.7 1255BList of message box messages 

1076BMessages 1077BComments 

1078BOut of memory in Ramdisk 1079BCan be displayed if a file (generally a .gif) is too large.     
VGA MB panel: < 256 Kb (see also section 18) 

1080BLanguage 

1081BFailed to parse .csv 1082BNo memory available for parsing a .csv file 

1083BLR: out of memory!  or out of memory 
for language resource 

1084BNo memory available for parsing a .csv file Or the total amount of 
memory needed is > 512 kbytes (see also section 18) 

1085BFailed to initialize LR heap! 1086BThe memory for the .csv file is initialised each time a file is parsed. 
This message means that the process has failed. 
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1087BMemory 

1088BFailed to initialize heap 1 1089BThe painter objects and the list of current PPOs are assigned to heap 
1. This heap is deleted after each .teq jump. 

1090BOut of memory in heap 1 1091BTotal amount of memory used by the painters is  > 1536  Kbytes (see 
section 18) 

1092BFailed to initialize heap 2 1093BContainer variable, HTML tags, TCR table + Source & object display of 
online trends are stored in heap 2. This heap is initialised at each URL 
jump.  

1094BOut of memory in heap 2 1095BThe total amount of memory used by HTML tags and container va-
riables is > 1024 Kbytes.  The most likely cause of this message is 
there being too many active offline trends. 
1096B Can be displayed for online and offline trends. 

1097BOut of memory in heap 3 
1098B Usually displayed due to there being too many data points. 
1099BOffline trend, alarm events, HD log and online trend are stored in heap 
3. 
1100BTotal amount of memory used by offline trend data and HD log is > 
1280 kbytes (see section 13) Before using trends, you must first 
calculate the amount of memory required. 
 
1101BOnline trends: If update period of process points (Web Editor parame-
ters) = < 1000 milliseconds  (storage time in sec.) x (total number of 
trends) x (size of a data point 28 Bytes) Example: 4200 sec. x 4 
trends x 28 Bytes =  470 Kbytes 
1102BOffline trends: -  Macros of offline trends (with or without “save to file” 
function). Avoid freezing the trend lines, by pressing the Clear button in 
the macro upon receiving the message “out of memory in heap 3”, in 
order to assign space in the memory to heap 3. You can then load the 
next files.  
 

1103BObject 

1104BMaximum number of object reached! 1105BMaximum number of objects (e.g. buttons, rectangles, etc.) in a .teq 
view was exceeded.  Maximum objects = 512 See definition of an 
object in section 17. 

1106BPPO 

1107BOrderValues on remote host has failed 
! 

1108BRequest for the list of current PPOs from the remote host has failed.  

1109BReadFile on remote host has failed ! 1110BRegular polling of the PPO has failed. 

1111BCommunication 

1112Bbuffer OVF in Spider_fileReadln()! 1113BWhen loading the file, more data was received that the buffer is able to 
accept. 

1114BRange is null! 1115BRange of a bar diagram was incorrectly calculated. 

1116BTCR 

1117Bvalue out of range ! 1118BThe min/max limits of a TCR value were exceeded. 

1119Bvalue out of default range ! 1120BInvalid value for a TCR, e.g. "aa" for time. 

1121BTEQ 

1122BReading UTF string failed; 1123BThe end of the file was probably reached while a string was being 
read. 

1124BPainter 
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8 1217BHandling: precautionary measures 

8.1 1256BGlass touchscreen 
1125BSince the touchscreen is pressure-resistant, you can perform actions by pushing on the 
screen with your finger or a stylus. Please do not use sharp-tipped pens, which could leave 
behind lasting damage on the touchscreen, under any circumstances. 

1126BThe pressure required to activate the display is predefined, and cannot be modified. When the 
touchscreen (or any button on a membrane keypad) is pressed, a short buzzer (button tone) is 
triggered, as long as the volume is not set to 0. 

1127BNever hit the touchscreen with force, as the two touchscreen layers are reinforced by a layer 
of glass, which could be shattered by doing so. 

8.2 1257BInformation on the LCDs of the MB panel display 
1128BThe fluid in the LCD display contains an irritant. Should this fluid come into contact with your 
skin, rinse the area affected under running water for at least 15 minutes. 

1129BShould fluid from the LCD display get into your eyes, rinse out your eyes under running water 
for at least 15 minutes and seek medical attention.  

1130BFeatures of the LCD display 

1131BThe colours and brightness of the individual MB panel displays are individual characteristics, 
and may differ slightly from one display to the next. 

8.3 1258BCare 
1132BThese display terminals have been developed for maintenance-free continuous operation. 

1133BRecommendations for cleaning the surface of the MB panel. 

1134BScouring cleaning agents and/or cleaning equipment which could damage or scratch the sur-
face of the MB panel must be avoided! 

1135BApply denatured alcohol to a clean, soft cloth. 

1136BFinish by wiping it down with clean water and a clean, soft cloth (recommended) 

1137BDuring cleaning, make sure that no liquids of any kind are allowed to penetrate inside the 
panel. Resistant to chemical substances according to DIN 42 115: 
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9 1218BGeneral recommendations for the Web Editor 

9.1 1259BIn the “Project configurations" 
→ 82BSelect a standard typeface, which is to be used for most projects! 

9.2 1260BIn the Web Editor project (general information) 
• 162BYou are recommended to use text fields, which exceed the size displayed in the Editor by 

up to 20%. You can find details in section 12. 
• 163BIMasterSBC5_xx_xx.jar is not required in order to display a website on the MB panel. 
• 164BThe .tcr file is the only file which needs to be integrated into the Web Server project (.wsp). 

All other project files can be copied into the flash memory (PLC or local server of the MB 
panel) under INFLASH/webpages/. 

• 165BAdd Unicode fonts  Consult: http://www.sbc-support.ch Product Info  HMI  Web-
Panel PCD7.D4xxx  Additional information for Sales Companies (restricted area) 

• 166BIf the correct typeface is not in the list  please contact PCD Support in Murten, where we 
would be happy to help.  

• 167BThe container offset name (container name) must not contain any underscores or @ 
signs.  

• 168B(i.e. not: PDP-ADDRESS+@COFF_containername@,PDP-FORMAT) 
• 169BConsider that the suffix for container offset is ,d for a decimal and ,k for the format HH:MM 
• 170BUse "Online trends macros" with the right timestamp: The time server must be activated in 

the Setup menu. 
• 171BFor information on calculating the amount of memory required, see section 18 and 7.3.3.2. 
• 172BViewing angle: the surface (front panel of the unit) projects a few millimetres over the dis-

play. You should therefore leave a frame of 4-5 pixels free (black) around the view 
• 173BPPOs:  Number of objects per page: tested with 1024 objects (1024 objects with 3 flags 

per object = 3072 flags) 
• 174BPPOs:  Number of registers per page: tested with 475 registers 
• 175BMaximum number of objects (painters) per page is 512 objects  
• 176BProject configuration  Scaleable HTML: define HTMLs, where the HMI is adjusted during 

the run time by a defined factor. For example, scale your HMI to 200%, without having to 
modify the TEQ views. MicroBrowser adapts the TEQ views during run time, if you enter 
your new ‘scaleable' HTML file instead of the standard HTML file.                                                             
Examples: Factor 2.000000 means 200% of 640x480, i.e. 1280x960; a factor < 1 (< 
100%) is not suitable for applications with the MB panel. 

9.3 1261BDefinition of an object in the Web Editor 
• 177BAn object is a static text component, a multi-line label, a line, a rectangle, an ellipse, a po-

lygon, an edit field, a button or a bar chart. Macros contain many objects (an offline trend 
contains 44 objects). 
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9.4 1262BHandling 
• 178BTouchscreen: The base material of the touchscreen is glass. For this reason, you should 

therefore not touch the screen with a screwdriver or hard objects, which could damage the 
screen. Only use a finger or special input styli for operation. 

• 179BIn addition: use the right tool for a hardware reset (section 16.2.1). Do not use a paperclip 
or pin, but rather push the microswitch carefully with a 3mm drill bit. 

9.5 1263BSome rules regarding gif images 
• 180BThe three timestamps on the MB panel’s graphical display are: 

o 181BRepaint video cache 
o 182BDecompression in the video cache in case of URL jump and after startup (almost li-

near with the number of pixels). See section 7.3.1. 
o 183BFile transfer time via the link, if not local  

• 184BIf the total size of the gif files is the same, 1 large image (max 512 Kbytes) is better than 2 
smaller ones.  
Recommended max. size 798x 598 pixels (one pixel remains free all-around) 

• 185BIt is better to use the same image multiple times in the same project, because it then only 
has to be transferred once, decompressed and stored in the video cache. Place it, for ex-
ample, in the teq file for the general background. 

9.5.1 1320BDecompression in the video cache at startup using the Gif list 

1138BThis solution allows gif files to be decompressed in the video cache in the background. 

20TAdvantage: You do not have to wait for decompression to finish until the first page can be dis-
played. 

20TThe first page is displayed immediately (as with a project with no gif list) and you do not have 
to wait until all gif files in the gif list have been decompressed. Decompression continues in 
the backgrounduntil the video memory is full (if there are multiple gif files in the gif list). 
See section 19.6 

1139BOperation of: 

1140B- Open Microsoft P

®
PNotepad” Editor  

1141B- Write the following header text for the file: 

1142B[PATH] 

1143BINTFLASH:/WebPages 

1144B[FILE] 

1145B- Enter the name of all gif files (as listed in the local directory INTFLASH/WebPages. 

1146B- Save the file under the name “GifList.txt”. 

1147BExample of a GifList.txt   
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1148B  
1149B- Copy of the GifList.txt under INTFLASH/Config/ 

1150B  
1151B- For checking in LOG.TXT (UBT_FS/LOG.TXT) 

1152B  

9.5.2 1321BDecompression of Gif files in the video cache at startup using a dummy start screen 
→ 83BPlace all the gifs in a teq start screen, which will serve as a placeholder. 

1153BThis solution allows you to decompress gif files in the video cache before the real first page of 
the project is displayed.  

1154BAdvantage: Decompression is already finished when the first page of the project is dis-
played. 

1155BDisadvantage:  You have to wait for compression to finish, before the first page is displayed. 

1156BTip: Create a dummy page with: 
…a messages such as “Images loading, please wait."  
…the ViewJump_onTimeout macro to jump to the correct first page of the 
project 

9.5.3 1322BDecompression of Gif files: analysis/calculation 

1157BAvailable for the solutions from sections xxx and xxx 

1158BHow do you analyse the number of gifs in the video cache, based on the number of pixels in 
the gif images? The video cache has a total size (permanent and flushable) of 16 MByte. Of 
this, 4 to 6 Mbyte are used for the permanent cache. The remaining ~ 10 -12 Mbyte are avail-
able.  
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1159BExample calculation of the number of images in the 4 Mbyte permanent video cache 

1160BExample 1: The number of pixels in the images is  640 x 480 pixels (the whole screen)  
000 000 Byte /  (640 x 480)x2 = 19, meaning that the cache can hold max. 19 gif files 

1161BExample 2: The number of pixels in the images is ~ 120 x 120 pixels  
12 000 000 Byte /  (120 x 120)x2 = 19, meaning that the cache can hold max. 400 gif files 

1162BNote: The ratio between the size of the gif files and the number of pixels is not a constant  

9.6 1264BExpanded error messages for the SVGA panel 

1163BOther: The following messages * can be displayed, if the amount of memory required by 
the gif files, painters, HTML tags, container variables, online /offline trends, HD logs and 
language resources (.csv files) is too large. In this case, some parameters must be ad-
justed, by modifying their values directly in the Setup menu (see section 7.3.3.2)! After 
making modifications, the panel must be restarted. 

1164BRecommendations: 

1165BWe do not recommend setting the maximum value immediately, but rather first trying a 
moderate value, as problems could occur and performance is substantially reduced by 
setting all the memory values to their maximum value. 

295BError messages * 
1166BDefault values  1167BModerate values 1168BMaximum values 

1169B- out of memory in ramdisk   
1170B- out of memory in heap 1  
1171B- out of memory in heap 2  
296B- out of memory in heap 3  
1172B- out of memory for lan-
guage resource (or LR: out 
of memory) 

1173B512 kbytes 
1174B1536 kbytes 
1175B1024 kbytes 
1176B1280 kbytes 
1177B512 kbytes 

1178B640 kbytes 
1179B1792 kbytes 
1180B2048 kbytes 
1181B2048 kbytes 
1182B768 kbytes 
 

1183B1024 kbytes 
1184B2048 kbytes 
1185B4096 kbytes 
1186B4096 kbytes 
1187B1024 kbytes 
 

9.7 1265BExtended alarm macros 

9.8 1266BTrend macros for MB panels with "save logs to files" 
260BThe Web Editor macro library does not contain any special trend macros with S2F (save 
to files) for MicroBrowser panels* . These macros must for the moment be downloaded 
on the Support screen, and will only be integrated in the next version of PG5.  

• 186B- These trend macros are 100% based on the default trend macros (minimum and com-
plete) with some additional edit fields and buttons (container variables), which allow for 
display and management functionality, and if necessary for the deletion of csv files.  

• 187B- The names of the macros are identical to the default macros and have the prefix “MB_” 
• 188B- The online and offline trend logos can be saved as a “CSV format file” on the MB panel 

itself, and be played back there. 20TThese .CSV files can be read as text via FTP access, and 
are stored on the MB panel in a subdirectory of INTFLASH/ WEBPAGES/ "TRENDLOGS" 
(or optionally on the SD memory card). 

• 189B- The name of the CSV file is created automatically up to a prefix of max.  5 characters. 
The name contains the full date when the file was created: Day, Month, Day and 
Hour/Minute/Second. 

1188BExamples: TR_20110713081305.CSV   (TR_is the prefix) 
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1189BWeb Editor 

1190BAfter downloading the macro, create two subdirectories and copy them. 
MacroLib/SBCTrendMacro/MB_ trend macros with S2F 
MacroLib/ SBCHDLogTrendMacro/MB_ HDlog macros with S2F 

→ 84BMacroLib /SBCTrendMacro/MB_ trend macros with S2F 

1191BThe applies to “Online Trends”, “Offline Trends” (DBs) and “Offline Saved Trends”, which al-
low you to play back all of the stored files. 

1192B  
→ 85BMacroLib/SBCHDLogTrendMacro / MB_ HDlog macros with S2F 

1193BThis applies to “Remote Offline Saved Trends” (HDlog macros) 

1194B  
1195BSection 11 shows a list of the containers, which are required by the individual MB_Trends. 

1196BMB panels  Example of teq trend view with 
"MB_OnlineTrendMinimal_S2F_5_13_01.esm” 
 

 
1197BStandard Online Trend Minimal macro 

1198BAdditional buttons and edit fields for: displaying saved file names, list of saved file as well as 
navigating within the list if .CSV files. 
 
 

Selected trend  ………………      

 

A 

B 
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1) 190BDelete selected File Delete the selected file (6) 
2) 191BDelete All Older files Delete files which are older than the selected file. 
3) 192BDelete All files Delete all saved files 
4) 193BDelete the last Saved File Delete the last saved file. 
5) 194BSaved Trend Full name of the last saved file 
6) 195BSelected Trend Newest file in the directory. Navigate through the list of 

saved files, using the buttons, and select one of them. 
7) 196B<<<>>> Navigate through the list of files with the same prefix 
8) 197BPrefix name Free characters, which are available as a prefix (max. 5 cha-

racters).20TDo not modify the prefix name between the login 
processes 20T. Such carelessness 20Tcan cause problems.  
The name is used to identify a group of 20T .20TCSV files. 

9) 198BLoaded Trend Not in the online trend, but only with the 
MB_OfflineSavedTrend macros 
Name of the selected and loaded file 

1199BImportant information: Depending upon the application, many buttons or edit fields may be 
unnecessary.  

1200BProcedure: Remove the edit fields for macro and delete buttons, which cannot be used, from 
the group. Regroup the fields. 

1201BExample: The edit field given the prefix in its name can be removed, without impacting upon 
the trend function. 

1202BYou can also reorganise the macro: increase button size. The position of the date and time (X-
acis) must not be changed (inverted).  

261BFTP access 

1203BBy selecting FTP access, you can display and read the list of .CSV files. 

1204BIn INTFLASH/TRENDLOGS/ 

1205B  
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A Appendix 

A.1 1BSymbols 
1206BThis symbol refers the reader to additional information, either in this manual, in another ma-
nual, or in technical documents on this topic. There are no direct references to such docu-
ments. 

 

1207BThis symbol indicates instructions which must be followed strictly. 

 

A.2 2BAddress of Saia Burgess Controls 
1208BSaia-Burgess Controls AG  
Bahnhofstrasse 18 
CH-3280 Murten 
Switzerland 

SBC on the web: 
1209Bwww.saia-pcd.com 

Support-site: 
www.sbc-support.com 
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